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Introduction

In 1997 the hansport Data Centre of the NSW Department of Iransport connnenced the
Household Iravel Survey (HIS), a continuous survey ofpersonal travel behaviour in the
IDC Study Area, an area which is broadly equivalent to the Greater Sydney Metropolitan

Region

Ihe HIS is conducted using a 24-hour travel diary and a face-tu-face interview collection
method Ihe face-to-face interview collection method is used because it maximises
response levels, provides a very high level ofdata quality, and allows for the collection of
a wider variety ofdata items required by users. Ihe high response levels obtained using
face-ta-face interview minimises the effects of non-response bias, and the presence of an
interviewer ensures that questions are more clearly understood by respondents (Richardson,

et al, 1995, Ampt, 1996)

Ihere are three major aims when designing a survey like the HIS:

• Optimise demographic spread Le ensure that the spread of households selected is
snfficient to represent the different demographic groupings that have significantly

different travel behavionr

• Optimise geographic spread.. Areas can have similar demographic characteristics, but
still produce significantly different travel patterns, due to transport··related local
differences, such as the nature and quality of the road network and the availability and
quality of public transport Iherefore, it is important to cover as wide an area as
possible to allow for these local differences

• Optimise temporal spread i e ensnre that the spread of interview dates is sufficient to
represent the different time periods tlnoughout a year that produce significantly
different patterns in terms of travel behaviour There ar'e two broad time distributions

that need to be allowed for:

• Weekly distribution: differences in travel behavionr for each day of the week
(Monday .- Sunday) must be properly represented, and

• Annual distribution: differences in travel behavionr due to seasonal differences
must be properly represented At the broadest level, holiday and non-holiday

periods must be accounted for.

The need to optimise demographic, geographic and temporal spreads has to be balanced
against the need to keep costs to a minimnrn Ihis paper discusses the implications ofthese

competing needs

Interviewer time

In any snrvey where the face-to·Jace interview method is used to collect data, the major cost
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Reducing interviewer costs

will usually be for interviewer time. An interviewer must travel to a household and then
conduct an interview at that household. Ihe relative cost significance of these two
processes will depend on the nature of the survey If, for example, the survey involves a
lengthy interview, but this interview can be conducted within a short distance of the
interviewer's home, then intelview time will be a more important cost factor than travel
time However, in a survey with a large geographical scope such as the HIS, travel time
becomes the major influence on costs

~': Transport Data Cem",
~ New South Walo. Dopartmen, ofT"'n.J>O"
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mc Study Area - Ceusus Collector Districts (CDs) sampled
in rust quarter ofthe Household Iravel Survey

Figure 1
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As can be seen from Figme 2a, the separation of the two CDs in time means that the
interviewer must travel a minimum distance of 4x, since no overlapping of visits is

possible..

IotaI distance = 3x

Total distance = 4x

CD2
Week 7

CDl
Week 3

CD2
Week 3
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CDl
Week 3

Interviewer's
home

Interviewer's
home

Figure 2h" Contiguous CDs paired in time

Fignre 2a. Contiguous CDs separated in time

A simple example will illustrate the extent to which optimising temporal spread can lead
to travel time inefficiencies For the sake of the example, assume that an interviewer has
a workload oftwo CDs, and the distance (x) between the interviewer's home and each CD
is equal, as is the dislImce between each CD Ihe CDs are separated in time (interviewed

dming different weeks)

Peachman, et al



Reducing interviewer costs

However, in Figure 2b the CDs are paired in time (interviewed during the same week),
which means that an interviewer can now take advantage of trip-chaining i e visiting the
two CDs within the same trip and thus minimising total travel time.. For the example given,
the interviewer only needs to travel a distance of3x, thus saving 25% in total travel time
Ihus, by pairing the CDs in time, the interviewer's 'dead' travel time (Le. time spent
travelling back from a household without any possibility ofcontacting another household
while en-route) has been significantly minimised

While it is clear that pairing CDs in time can reduce the amount of interviewer travel
through trip-chairring, estimating the extent ofthe reduction can be difficult Ihe simplified
model shown in Figures 2a and 2b needs to be replaced by a real-world model that takes
into account the actual road network that interviewers travel on. lhis is best undertaken
using a Geographic Information System (GIS), where actual travel times can be accurately
estimated using appropriate shortest path algorithms

An additional restriction on obtaining benefits from CD pairing is that interview times tend
to be clustered i. e households tend to prefer interviews at the same times of the day,
usually the times when all members are at home together and there is sufficient free time
for an interview. For this reason, by far the most popular interview period is the evening;
in the HIS, 50% of interviews are conducted between 4 OOpm and 8..0Opm

Ihe clustering of household interview times means that even ifit is geographically possible
for an interviewer to interview multiple households in one day, it may not be logistically
possible, because some of the households may require interviews at the same (or an
overlapping) time Ihe longer the actual interview time, the more likely it is that household
interview times may conflict

In the HIS, the average time for a household interview is approximately 35 minutes
Allowing additional time for a short break and checking ofquestionnaires, this means that
on average only one household can be interviewed per homo Therefore, during the
interviewing peak period of 4..0Opm to 8 OOpm the theoretical maximum number of
interviews is four. In practise, it is most unlikely that this number would be attainable
because (i) it would require each household to be available at consecutive hours, with no
overlap, and (ii) the households may be in different CDs, which though geographically
close in general, will still be fur enough apart to require a separate trip to go from one to the
other, and hence take up additional time. Taking all these factors into account, it is practical
to reduce travel time by clustering two CDs in time, but to cluster more than that leads to
logistical difficulties

Minimising the number of calls to each household

The number of calls an interviewer has to make to a household obviously affects total
interviewer travel time Ihe extent to which calls can be minimised to reduce travel time
will depend on the survey design

There are two stages to the interview process in the HTS: the pre- Iravel day interview
(household recruitment), and the past-Travel Day interview (interviews with household
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members).

Minimising pre-Travel Day calls

Pre- I ravel Day calls are made by interviewers to recruit households for the smvey. Io
ensme consistency of approach, thresholds for when interviewers can attempt to contact
households must be set The two thresholds are the 'Earliest First Attempt Date' and the
'Latest First Attempt Date' Ihe 'Eatliest Fitst Attempt Date' is the eatliest date that an
interviewer can first attempt to contact a household for the recruitment interview Ihe
'Latest First Attempt Date' is the latest dste that an interviewer can first attempt to contact
a household for the recruitment interview.

Using Interviewer Workload Charts

As will be discussed in detail below, determining the optimal organisation of interviewer
workloads can be a complex process that involves balancing the design constraints of the
smvey against the practical limitations presented to the interviewer lhis process is greatly
facilitated through the use of interviewer workload chatts that graphically display the
workload activity dming a patticulat period

For this paper, simple spreadsheet chatts have been used to simplifY presentation, though
more complex approaches ate possible.. A saInple chatt is shown in Figme 3.

MON TUE WEn THU FRI SAT SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN MON

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 ID! +1 +2 +3 +. +5 +6 +7

··7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 ID' +1 +2 +3 ... +5 +6

-7 ··6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 ID3 +1 +2 +3 ... +5

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 ID' +1 +2 +3 +.

··7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 ID' +1 +' +3

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 TD6 +1 +2

··7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 TO' +1

Figure 3. Example iuterviewer workload chart

This chatt represents one interviewer workload for a CD The bolded dsy (Mondsy) is the
first travel day for the week, indicated by 'IDI' underneath Ihe second travel dsy is
I uesdsy, indicated by 'TD2' underneath, and so on The numbers to the left ofeach travel
day (-) represent the number ofdsys before the travel day, and the numbers to the right (+)
the number of days after the travel day. It wil1 be seen in the discussion to fol1ow that such
chatts are an essential tool for analysing the interaction of the vatious reqnirements and
constraints ofthe interviewing task.

The Earliest Fir:!t Attempt Date

As mentioned above, the 'Eatliest First Attempt Date' is the earliest date that an interviewer
can first attempt to contact a household for the recrnitment interview In determining the
Eatliest First Attempt Date the main aim is ntinirnise the number of days between the
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The Latest Fir:st Attempt Date
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Interview tiIne for the post-lravel Day iIIterview is considerably longer than
for the pre- Travel Day interview, since all members of the household
interviewed in the post-Travel Day interview; and each interview involves
potentially lengthy reporting of trip details

It should be noted that extending the EaIliest Fust Attempt Date beyond seven days was not
considered for the HIS, because, apart from any other considerations, it can lead to
confusion during the recruittnent interview. Up to seven days before I ravel Day, the
interviewer can say to the respondent "your Travel Day is next Monday (Tuesday etc)"
However, if the recruittnent date is more than seven days before lravel Day, then Iravel
Day will be the "Monday after· next Monday", say, which is conttary to the siInple wordage
required at this initial stage ofcontact with the household.

Ihe interviewer workload chart shown in Figur·e 4 illustrates this point The
shaded sections in the chart show the days when it is logistically possible
interviewer to optiIuise their presence in an area by conducting five to
interviews in the one day (an interviewer can conduct a recruittnent
2 days before Travel Day, as long as the first attempt was made ou an
For pre- I ravel Day interviews, there is no negative iInpact in conducting mlilti],!e
interviews in the one day; the more the better .. However, for nn'f_:rmW'
interviews a similarfy cost-efficient clustering Dj interviews can onfy

Ihe 'Latest First Attempt Date' is the latest date that an interviewer can first attempt to
contact a household for the recruittnent interview, and in the absolute sense this is
obviously the day immediately before Travel Day However, making the day before Travel
Day the Latest Fust Attempt Date is not acceptable because it assumes that every household
will be contactable on the day before I ravel Day, and clearly that will not always be the
case. Some households will require visits on more than one day before contact is made, and
the Latest First Attempt Date needs to contain a contingency for this fact The 1997/98 HIS
adopted a Latest Fust Attempt Date ofthree days before Travel Day, consistent with the
threshold used in the 1991/92 illS. Reducing this threshold to two dsys offers potential cost
savings but this potential benefit is offset by a significantly higher risk that a household
may not be contacted before Iravel Day

Minimising post-Travel Day calls

2. As much as possible, postClravel Day interviews need to be conducted within a
or two of I ravel Day, since the post- Travel Day interview requires respondents
recall trips from memory (though, ideally, using a memOlyjogger), and
day or two the quality of response may decline significantly

Ihere is a crucial difference between pre and post-Iravel Day iuterviews. For
Day interviews there is less capability for conducting multiple interviews on the one day
than there is for pre- Travel Day interviews, and hence less capability for reducing the
number oftimes the interviewer needs to visit the CD Ihere ar·e two main reasons for this:



Reducing interviewer costs

TUE WED rHU FRI rUE WED rHU FRI SAT

-7 -6 -5 -4 TBI +1 +2 +3 ...
-7 -6 -5 -I TD2 +1 +2 +3

··7 -6 _2 -I TB' +1 +2

-7 -3 -2 -I TD' +1

-4 -3 -2 -I TD5., -4 ..J -2

.< -5 -4 ., _2

Figure 4. Impact ou data quality of call back times

at the possible expense oj the quality oj the data reported Tbis is because more
than two post- Travel Day interviews means, by defInition, that one or more of the
households is being interviewed more than two days after Travel Day Thus, to get
the cost efficiency of seven post-Travel Day interviews, it would be necessary to
interview households 3 to 7 days after Travel Day, with the attendant risk of poor
recall when the interview is finally conducted

The First Travel Day oj the week

At fnst glance, it would seem irrelevant what the fIrst Travel Day of a week is; no matter
what the fIrst day is, seven days are sampled consecutively and each day is subject to the
satne rules for contact However; costs can, in fact, be affected by the ordering ofdays The
main reason for this is that the weekend is byfar the best timefor interviewing households,
and the order of Travel Days impacts on the extent to which weekend interviewing is
maximised.. Weekend interviewing is generally the best time for interviewing because:

• It increases the likelihood that an adult member of the household will be available
(Groves, 1989);

• Interviewing need not be confmed to evenings (between 4 OOpm and 8pm);
• There is a greater chance that respondents are more relaxed and more cooperative

The effect of choosing the wrong First Travel Day is shown in Figure 5a:

~M~N
TUE WED THU FRI I SAT ISUN IMON TUE WED THU FRI

-4 -3 -2
-I~~"".<'.

-6 .5 -4 -3 -2 -1

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 _2 -I TD3

..7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I TD'

-7 ··6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I TD5

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I TD6

_7 -6 _5 -4 _3 ., _I TD7

Figure 5a Don't make Saturday the Flrst Travel Day.!
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5
4
3
2

Households that can be interviewed on weekend

MON TUB WED THU FRI TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3

-7 -6 -5 -4

-7 -6 -5

-7 -6

-7

I"'~":
TUE WED

TH~:lUN
MON TUE WED THU

-3 -2 -I ~ I
-5 -4 -3 -2 ~l .

-6 -5 -4 -3 .2-~;' 5
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I TD4

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I TD5

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I T06

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I TD7

Figure 5c Monday as First lravel Day

If we apply this procedure for each day ofthe week we can ascertain the relative merits of
each day as the First Travel Day:

Friday as the First fravel Day is better than Saturday, but not by much as only three
households (fravel Days 1,2 and 3) can be recruited on the weekend

Figur'e 5b " "or Friday.r

As can be seen from Figure 5a, making Saturday the First fravel Day is the worst option
possible, as there are only two households (Travel Days I and 2) that can be recruited on
the weekend. What about Friday?

This data shows clearly that Monday and Tuesday ate the best options, both days allowing
for the possibility of six honseholds being recruited on the preceding weekend, as shown
in Figures 5c and 5d:

Snnday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

First Travel Day



Reducing interviewer costs

TUE WED THU FRl

-7 -6 -5 -4

.} -6 -5

-7 -6

-7

-2

-3

-4

FIgure 5d Tuesday as First Travel Day

Are Monday or Iuesdaythus equally preferable as the First Iravel Day?

No.. The charts allow for further analysis here It can be seen from Figure 5c that if the First
Travel Day is Monday then the Latest First Attempt Date for the household with IIavel Day
One is Friday, which means that even if all the other households ar·e recruited on the
weekend the interviewer must make a prior lIip to the CD to recruit the household with
Travel Day I, a potentially very inefficient lIip. Figure 5d shows that Tuesday does not
have this disadvantage., Households with I ravel Days I - 6 can be recruited on the
weekend, leaving only the household with Travel Day 7, which can be recmited on any of
the upcoming days Wednesday, Thursday or Friday when the interviewer should be in the
area anyway to conduct post-Travel Day interviews i e a special lIip to the CD for
recmitment is not requir'ed

It is clear then that the choice of First I ravel Day is by no means irrelevant to costs, and
should never be chosen arbilIarily For the Latest First Attempt Date of three days applied
in the 1997/98 HIS, I uesday is probably the best choice as First Iravel Day If the Latest
First Attempt Date were different, an analysis using that threshold would have to be
undertaken to determine the exact effect on the First Travel Day, In the current example,
if the Latest First Attempt Date had been two rather than three days then Monday wonld not
have had the disadvantage referred to above

Summary

For a large-scale survey of lIavel behaviour using the face-to-face interview method by far
the most siguificant cost is for interviewer lIavel time Ihere are a number ofoptions for
reducing this cost without siguificantly affecting the quality ofdata collected,

Ihe major influence on interviewer lIavel time is simply the distance between the
interviewer's home and the households for which they ar'e responsible. Iherefore, the
number of interviewers should be as large as possible to ensure the geographical scope of
each interviewer's workload is minimised. However, the nwnber of interviewers must also
be consistent with the need to have a quality, stable and manageable team,
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Interviewer travel time can also be significantly reduced by ensuring that sampled CDs that
are geographically close are interviewed at the same time Pairing CDs in this way is cost
efficient and logistically possible, while still retaining an acceptable temporal spread of
sampled households However, extending the principle to three or more COs is likely to
present logistical problems

Finally, interviewer workloads must be organised to ensure that interviewers can maximise
the number ofhouseholds visited in each trip to a sampled CD The '&lIliest First Atrempt
Date', 'Latest First Attempt Date' and 'First Travel Day' have a significant impact on this
number Analysis of the HIS indicates that an Earliest First Attempt Date of seven days
is more cost-efficient than using a lesser number of days, and that with a Latest First
Attempt Date of three days the optimal First Iravel Day is Tuesday
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